
	
	

Ol Pejeta Conservation Tech Lab 
FAQs 

 

1. What was the motivating force behind establishing a Conservation Tech Lab (CTL)? 

To provide a collaborative space on the ground in Africa where research testing and 

development work can be conducted to address and find technology solutions to 

pressing local and global conservation challenges. 

 

2. What are the aspirations /goals the conservancy aims to accomplish through the Ol Pejeta 

Conservation Tech lab? Are they long term or short term? 

The lab will accelerate the development, deployment and iterative improvement of 

technology-enabled solutions to challenges facing key threatened species, the 

landscape they inhabit and the ecosystem Ol Pejeta supports. Also, the CTL will 

accelerate learning and embrace accessible, scalable and conservation solutions. 

Solutions geared towards improving biodiversity conservation and human well-being, 

locally and globally.  

 

3. What kind of work/research/ projects will be carried out? Is it strictly about conservation or 

any project one may have? 

The CTL aims to pursue projects that mainly implement technology to address 

various outstanding conservation challenges. 

 

4. Are there any projects that Ol Pejeta has produced and operationalised through the 

Conservation Tech Lab? 

The Lab has four earmarked projects that it has been pursuing. 

I. Developing a secure and effective monitoring system for real-time tracking of 

Ol Pejeta’s rhinos (and species/individuals prone to incidences of human-

wildlife conflict) as well as monitoring the target species. 

II. Developing a two-way SMS based communication system to enable effective 

communication between community members and the conservancy. The data 

provided will be layered over the real-time GPS tracking data to enhance rhino 

protection efforts and help avert conflicts between communities and wildlife 



III. Installation of infra-red CCTV monitoring cameras at key points along the 

perimeter fence to aid remote assessment and evidence capture of suspected 

incursions. 

IV. Installation of acoustic sensors along the fence gaps (corridors to the larger 

Laikipia landscape) to uniquely and precisely identify animal movement 

patterns which shall also inform decisions relating to connectivity of Ol Pejeta 

to the larger Laikipia landscape. 

 

5. Who will be the clients of the lab? 

The CTL aims to work together with and offer space to researchers, students, 

technology developers and players in the conservation world.  

 

6. What measures have been taken to protect the operations of the tech lab from disruption by 

hackers? 

At Ol Pejeta Conservation Tech Lab, we are very aware that the data we have can be 

of sensitive nature thus we take a lot of caution in the selection of conservation 

technologies we research on, develop and commission towards conservation efforts. 

One of our main aims is to choose ICT solutions that have security at their core. For 

example, Microsoft Azure has been proven to be one of the most secure cloud 

platforms. Data on the platforms is always encrypted in transit and there are inbuilt 

mechanisms to protect against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. 

Internally, we also have implemented firewall rules, access rights and routing 

controls, which serve to limit data access thus deterring disruption from hackers.  

 

7. Who will be the contact person(s) of the lab that clients can directly consult and work with? 

The daily operations of the CTL are handled by the Project Manager. He is the primary 

contact person for the lab: Damian Otieno on +254 725 233227 or 

damian.otieno@olpejetaconservancy.org.  

 

8. What are the day and time schedules for accessing the lab? 

The lab is always open Monday to Friday 7.30 AM to 5.00 PM GMT +3. Weekend 

access can always be arranged when there is need.  

 



9. How will clients access the lab? Will there be transport provided to them or do they arrange 

it for themselves? Also, will they get charged to get into the conservancy or is it free entry for 

them?  

Users would be expected to make own transport arrangements. The waiver access 

fee for the conservancy will be discussed on a case-by-case basis – generally, the 

tech lab will be accessible.  

 

10. Once clients are in the conservancy, are they restricted to only accessing the lab or can they 

partake in activities offered inside the conservancy?  

There are many immersive conservation activities that can be undertaken at a fee. 

 

11. Will the resources and materials needed for projects e.g. laptops, equipment, funding etc. 

going to be provided by the conservancy too?  

There will be some equipment that will be available in the lab e.g. Laptops, Desktops, 

Oscilloscope, Raspberry Pi etc. The provision of the resources shall be subject to 

availability. As time goes, more resources shall be availed as they have to driven by 

demand. Please contact us directly with the requirements of your project and we shall 

confirm what can be availed.  

 

Contact: 
Damian Otieno 
Project Manager 
Ol Pejeta Conservation Tech Lab 
+254 725 233227  
damian.otieno@olpejetaconservancy.org. 


